Abstract|The design of a bilateral teleoperation controller is a nontrivial problem. The goal is to achieve a stable system with optimal performance in the possible presence of time delays, disturbances, uncertainties and or measurement noise. In this paper, a general design strategy based on H1 theory is presented. This approach allows a convenient means to tradeo the optimization of various performance criteria and system robustness. The control approach is applied to a motion-scaling teleoperation system and simulations and experiments with the resulting controllers demonstrate that the strategy is e ective.
I. Introduction
Teleoperation may be viewed as that branch of robotics which concerns the manipulation of environments or spaces generally inaccessible to man. The basic teleoperation system consists of a slave device tracking a master device directly manipulated by a h uman operator as in Figure 1 . When the master is also actuated based on sensor signals from the slave, such a system is described as being bilateral. The kinesthetic sensations provided in bilateral teleoperators can substantially enhance operator performance both in speed and safety 1 , 2 .
Motion-Scaling Application
The usual applications cited for teleoperation are in space exploration, nuclear waste handling and subsea exploration where the environments are hazardous and it is preferable to have the operator remotely located at a safer and more comfortable site. Another domain which i s i ncreasingly being exploited is magnitude scaling of forces and motions. At the microscopic level, this concept is used to improve resolution as demonstrated by systems which allow the manipulation of individual biological cells 3 or give the perception of feeling atomic surfaces 4 . At the other end of the spectrum, human capacity can be increased, for example, through the use of man-ampli ers or exoskeletal extenders which magnify the operator's strength and motions 5 .
The work presented in this paper was motivated by a project at the University of British Columbia UBC involving the development of a prototype telerobotic system for use in microsurgery experiments 6 , 7 . The system Joseph Yan was a M.A.Sc. student in the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of British Columbia. He is now with QUADRALOGIC Technologies Inc. of Vancouver, B.C.
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scales down movements from the operator's hand to the slave tool while, simultaneously, magnifying forces exerted on the tool to the hand. Such a system would be extremely useful in facilitating microsurgery by signi cantly increasing a surgeon's level of dexterity.
The motion-scaling system, illustrated in Figure 2 , consists of two ne-motion magnetically-levitated, or maglev, wrists 8 , 9 a macro-master and a micro-slave. Each ne-motion maglev wrist consists of two rigid elements a magnetic-eld-generating stator and a lightweight, rigid otor with conducting coils located in the magnetic gaps. Levitation of the otor arises from Lorentz forces generated between the two elements when current is passed through the coils. The maglev wrists were chosen for their superior positioning and force application capabilities in a 6 degreeof-freedom DOF workspace. This dual wrist assembly is used as the design example for the controller presented in this paper. More detailed information of the system can be found in 6 , 7 .
Controller Design
In general, the performance of a teleoperator depends on the quality of both the actuation mechanisms and the controller employed. In this paper, design for the second item A telemanipulator with a poorly-designed controller will provide inferior performance regardless of the quality o f actuation. In general, the goal in the bilateral controller design problem is to realize a stable system with optimal" performance. The problem is a di cult one because the desired dynamics largely depend on the application. For example, in some situations, position control is more important than force control but in other situations, the reverse is true. Furthermore, these can be viewed as the two extremes of the impedance control spectrum. The presence of time delays, disturbances, uncertainties and or measurement noise have the e ect of destabilizing the system and these problems must be addressed in the controller design. There is a basic tradeo between improving the controller performance and in increasing the system robustness.
Development of a reasonably accurate model of the system is important to the synthesis and analysis of controllers. A commonly used model is one with ve separate subsystems as shown in Figure 3 , e.g., 10 , 11 , 12 . The master, controller, and slave can be grouped into a single block representing the teleoperator as shown by the dashed line, e.g., 13 , 14 , 15 . The operator and task environment each i n teract with a single subsystem i.e., their respective manipulators. The master and slave manipulators each i n teract with their respective e n vironments the operator can be considered to be the master's environment" and the controller. The arrows indicate that the information ow can be in either direction. However, a signal entering" the controller is a measured quantity whereas one exiting" is a desired setpoint. The operator and environment should be included in the model because when they interact with the teleoperator, the system dynamics may be signi cantly altered. For simplicity, the blocks are usually modeled as linear, time-invariant L TI systems in which the dynamics of the force transmission and position responses can be mathematically c haracterized by a set of network functions. This allows the designer to draw u p o n w ell-developed network theory for synthesis and analysis of the controller.
Two useful concepts from network theory are passivity and scattering matrices. P h ysically, a device is passive i f i t cannot increase the total energy of a system in which i t i s a n element assuming it has no initial energy; hence, passive systems are inherently stable. Mathematically, a n n-port is passive i for any set of injected ows v and applied e orts f satisfying its network function, the inequality
is satis ed. The scattering matrix of a system is the mathematical network function Ss mapping e orts plus ows into e orts minus ows 16 , i.e., satisfying the equation fs , vs = Ss fs + vs 2 It can be shown that a system is passive i the 1-norm of its scattering matrix is no greater than unity i.e., kSk 1 1 16 . It may e v en be loosely argued that systems with smaller scattering matrix norms have greater stability margins.
Colgate and Hogan showed that when a network is coupled to a passive e n vironment, then passivity of the network interaction port is su cient for stability and is also necessary when dealing with any passive e n vironment 17 . Thus, a model often used is a 2-port teleoperator in contact with a passive 1-port environment; in this case, the designer only needs to ensure passivity of the teleoperator to guarantee stability e.g., 13 , 14 , 10 . More recently, it has been shown that knowledge of the teleoperator structure allows a less conservative design 18 , 19 ; the necessary and su cient requirement for coupled stability to a passive environment and passive operator is that the structured singular value S of the teleoperator scattering matrix be no greater than unity, o r S = inf jdetI , S = 0 ,1 3 Note that if the limited range of environment impedances encountered is known, then either of the above requirements may be considered overly conservative; alternatively, if the environment possesses an active state-dependent term, then there is no guarantee of absolute stability.
Hogan proposed impedance control as a strategy to control the amount of mechanical work exchanged at the manipulator environment i n terface by modulating the dynamic behavior of the manipulator 20 . Although teleoperation is not speci cally discussed by Hogan, it is an area in which the impedance controller described can be used. Indeed, impedance controllers for telemanipulators are described in a number of papers. Hannaford proposed bilateral impedance control employing estimators to identify the operator and environment impedances which are then used to modulate the manipulator impedances 21 . In 18 , Colgate provides an insightful discussion on designing a bilateral manipulator to shape" the perceived environment impedance, with special attention given to systems in which the dynamics of the master and slave are not desired to be the same; use of the structured singular value to provide robust impedance shaping is also discussed. An impedance controller is used with impedance matching in 11 by Niemeyer and Slotine for preventing re ections in a passive controller. The success of impedance control depends on the availability and accuracy of the environment model and perhaps this is the most signi cant drawback.
Time delays have a destabilizing e ect on bilateral teleoperators and this problem is addressed by Anderson and Spong 10 . It is shown that delays in the communication block make the standard control law non-passive but by mimicking a lossless transmission line, the system becomes passive and, hence, stable. Niemeyer and Slotine provide an extension to this passivity-based approach b y looking at the application of impedance control and using an energy-based derivation in which w ave v ariables representing power are transmitted 11 . By using a symmetric con guration with an impedance controller on either side of the communication block, impedances can be matched at both sides to prevent w ave re ections which corrupt the ow of useful information. Lawn and Hannaford experimentally test the passivity concept of 10 and conclude that the stability guarantee comes at the expense of reduced sti ness, resulting in poor teleoperator transparency 22 .
Leung et al. also treat the time delay problem but use a combined H 1 -optimization and -synthesis framework to design a teleoperator which is stable for a pre-speci ed time delay while optimizing performance characteristics 12 . The rst stage of the design considers the slave t o b e in free motion so an operator force results in motion of the master and corresponding motion of the slave without any slave dynamics being fed back to the master; the second stage assumes constrained motion so that a measured environment contact force results in master actuation forces to re ect this interaction. The use of H 1 theory in bilateral controller design is also proposed by Salcudean et al. in 23 . The suggested control law feeds measured hand and environment forces to the slave and master actuators, respectively, along with a coordinating force" based on the positional error. A parameterization of all coordinating force transfer functions which stabilize the system can then be obtained. H 1 -optimization is used to nd the parameter which best shapes the closed-loop response minimize the tracking error and maximize transparency. Kazerooni et al. applied H 1 control theory to shape the relationships between forces and positions at both ends of the teleoperator 24 . The approach w as to minimize a w eighted error between the actual and desired transfer functions for positions and forces using a force-force" architecture. The control signals are based only on the measured contact forces which could, possibly, result in a positional error between the master and slave manipulators. Relative to the contribution of 24 , this paper presents a four-channel" architecture, proposed in 15 , 14 , 23 , in which the control signals are based on positions as well as on forces, and considers noise disturbances and weighting functions that can be used to trade o teleoperator performance vs stability robustness. The ability to perform such tradeo s is demonstrated with simulations and experiments with a motion-scaling system.
Ideal Teleoperation Control
Teleoperator performance might be quanti ed by h o w closely it behaves like the ideal teleoperator". One viewpoint of this arises from a human factors standpoint. Here, the dynamics of each manipulator would be adjusted to t the operator preferences and the application 13 , 25 , 18 . The dynamics might e v en be continuously varied to reduce fatigue and improve precision. Although this view of an impedance shaping and or time-varying teleoperation has merit, it will not be used here because of the high depen-dence on the human subject and on the task at hand.
Instead, the more conventional de nition will be adopted in which the ideal teleoperator is one which provides complete transparency of the man-machine interface i.e., the operator has the perception of working directly on the task environment. In 14 , this is suggested to be the case if the position and force responses of the master and slave arms are absolutely equal, respectively, when an operating force is applied to the system. Lawrence describes perfect transparency as the case in which the impedance transmitted to the master is identical to the task environment impedance 15 . Although these descriptions assume one-to-one correspondence between the master and slave, they can readily be adapted for the case of magnitude scaling teleoperators. In such a case it is reasonable to describe ideal teleoperation as having the position and force responses of the master being scaled constant m ultiples of the slave respective responses and so the impedance transmitted is also a constant m ultiple of the environment impedance.
To demonstrate this concept, consider the previously described maglev motion-scaling teleoperation system 6 , 7 . The master and slave otors can be modeled as rigid bodies in free space. The single DOF case is depicted in Figure 4 The operator hand force f h and environment force f e are each considered to possess active exogenous components f ha and f ea , respectively, and passive feedback components f hp = ,Hx m and f ep = ,Ex s where H and E represent the hand and environment impedances", respectively. I n this paper, the impedance represents the mapping from position to force as in 15 instead of the conventionally used transfer function mapping velocity to force as in 13 . This is because it is notationally more convenient to use a single function to relate signals of interest which, in most cases, are position and force. When the task is simply manipulation of an object of mass m in free space, the dynamics of the object satisfy Newton's second law of motion, F = ms 2 x, where F is the externally applied force and x is the mass position; E would be represented by ms 2 . I f the manipulator is moving through a uid with damping b, E would more accurately be described by bs. When contacting an object obeying Hooke's Law with sti ness k, E would simply be k assuming the mass is negligible. Most tasks can be reasonably modeled as a linear combination of these three in the familiar mass-spring-damper system in which the impedance is ms 2 +bs+k. Although assumed to be linear in this paper, often H and E are non-linear operators e.g., when the slave i s i n c o n tact with a sti environment. Linear models for the hand have been motivated and obtained in 24 . Nonlinear models for the hand and environment dynamics and a discussion of stability issues for contact tasks can be found in 26 . For identical master slave systems and unity scaling ratios, ideal teleoperation can be realized by setting f ma = f e and f sa = f h , where hand and environment force measurements are assumed to be available and exact. A small position error term coordinating force can be added to insure that errors in initial conditions converge to zero. For a bilateral motion-scaling and force-scaling system, consider that the upward force-scaling ratio n f and the downward motion-scaling ratio n p are independently chosen constants i.e., the goals are f ma = n f f e and x m = n p x s . Then, for a mass ratio n m = m m =m s , these desired scalings are achieved with the control law f ma = n f f e f sa = f h + n f , n m n p f e n m n p : 5
This results in the following equations relating exogenous forces to positions:
Equation 5 shows that when n f = n m n p , the force-scaling from master to slave i s 1 =n f , as one might expect. However, when n f 6 = n m n p , there is a local feedback term at the slave making its apparent" mass a scaling of the actual mass by n p n m =n f , as seen in 6. At the master end, the environment impedance will feel like E scaled by the ratio n f =n p , while the slave feels H by the inverse ratio. It was shown that a local feedback could occur in the slave t o change its apparent mass but a similar feedback could just as easily be used to make the master's apparent mass di erent. These equations demonstrate that our ideal teleoperation can be achieved for n p and n f chosen independently by applying 5; however, for transparency in which the apparent master and slave device properties do not di er from their actual ones, we require n f = n m n p . Although these equations involve rigid bodies in free space, more general plant models can similarly be manipulated for perfect tranparency. Of course, ideal teleoperation is impossible due to time delays, modeling errors, measurement noise, etc.. Using a controller with only force measurements as in 5 would also result in a loss of kinematic correspondence between master and slave. These are the reasons why bilateral controller design is necessary and nontrivial.
II. H 1 Design Approach In 1981, Zames introduced the concept of H 1 control as a method of synthesizing a controller to minimize the sensitivity of a simple single-input, single-output SISO system 27 . Since then, the eld of H 1 -optimal control has grown tremendously and is widely recognized for its theoretical and practical use in synthesizing and analyzing controllers.
The 1-norm of a real-rational transfer matrix Gs i s de ned as its maximum singular value over all frequencies. Consider the block diagram in Figure 5 . There are four vector-valued signals of interest: the plant exogenous inputs w e.g., reference signals, disturbances, measurement noise, etc., the error outputs z to be minimized e.g., tracking errors, weighted actuator outputs, etc., the compensator control signals u and the measurements y used in the control law. The plant G and controller K are assumed to be systems which can be mathematically represented by proper, real-rational transfer matrices. Frequency dependent w eighting functions which c haracterize the desired behavior are assumed to be absorbed in the plant G e.g., for reducing sensitivity to disturbances or for increasing robustness to plant uncertainties.
The plant G can be partitioned as
For a given compensator K, the resulting closed-loop transfer function matrix mapping w to z is given by
The standard H 1 -optimization problem is to nd a realizable controller K which stabilizes G and minimizes gamma such that kT zw k 1 is the upper bound on the norm. Design for the H 1 criterion corresponds to designing for the worst-case expected exogenous signal. The analytical and numerical solution to this problem is nontrivial because it may not exist or may not be unique. However, numerous algorithms are available to solve the standard H 1 problem when it is well-posed 28 , 29 , 30 .
Although H 1 control was originally introduced for shaping the system sensitivity functionSs to provide good performance, it can just as easily be used for its dual, the complementary sensitivity functionTs, to provide robustness the tilde is used to distinguish the sensitivity function from the scattering operator and the complementary sensitivity function from other transfer functions. That is to say, instead of minimizing the norm of the weighted sensitivity kW 1S k 1 , one could choose to minimize kW 2T k 1 . N o w with the H 1 approach, it is possible to combine these two and minimize a single norm de ned by:
This is described as the Mixed-Sensitivity Approach" in 31 , but is more commonly known as the Robust Performance Problem" 32 . Because of the relationship betweeñ Ss andTs i.e., their sum must be unity, there is an inherent tradeo and one can only be minimized at the expense of the other. The practical solution is to minimizẽ Ss a t l o w frequencies where the model is more accurate and performance is more important, and then minimizẽ Ts at high frequencies where there is more uncertainty and robustness is necessary. This is done by c hoosing W 1 s to be low-pass and W 2 s to be high-pass. From a practical standpoint, it is also important to limit the control signal and this can be achieved by including it as an output. The H 1 approach is to minimize the norm of the transfer matrix mapping the input to a vector with all three of these signals, properly weighted. The relative magnitudes of W 1 and W 2 can be used to tradeo the performance versus robustness. For example, if it is found that performance is not good enough at a certain frequency then W 1 should be increased in that region while if instability is occurring, then W 2 should be increased.
Modelling and Synthesis
In 28 , Doyle et al. showed that H 1 suboptimal controllers exist i the unique stabilizing solutions to a pair of associated Riccati equations exist, are positive de nite, and the spectral radius of their product satis es an upper bound criterion. The Matlab Robust Control Toolbox 31 uses a loop-shifting two-Riccati" algorithm to calculate an H 1 controller with the option of performing a binary iteration to nd the optimal , to achieve the goal:
,T zw T zw 1 1 ;
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where the designer speci es the set of output indices on which the iteration is to be performed. The other indices are not scaled either because they cannot e.g., once the actuator limitations are known, the saturation signals cannot be altered or the particular error signal is not too significant e.g., if the position tracking is only required to be within a certain range but force tracking should be optimized, then the iteration would be performed on the force error but not the position error. This is consistent with the two di erent viewpoints on weightings which are that they may be xed quantities not subject to manipulation by the designer or that they are parameters chosen by the designer to allow di erent criteria to be traded o . If a solution for which , 1 is found, then the requirements are too strict and the weighting function for the indices in need to be reduced by a factor of ,; similarly, i f , 1, then tighter requirements can be made by increasing the weighting function for the indices in by , .
With regard to H 1 -based controllers, a reasonable measure of performance is the 1-norm of the resulting closedloop transfer function, kT zw k 1 ; this norm is desired to be as small as possible for a given plant. This approach allows speci cation for performance and robustness in a single measure simply by including the associated transfer functions in the closed-loop plant. It might e v en be argued that a properly speci ed plant will allow the designer to quickly assess how w ell the controller meets the speci cations. The reference value for the 1-norm then is unity s o if 1, the controller can meet the design goals and if 1, it cannot. One might also contend that if is not close to unity, then the plant m a y h a ve been poorly speci ed because careful consideration of the system dynamics and limitations should allow a reasonable choice of weightings; however, if the designer had this much insight, then H 1 theory might not even be necessary for the optimization! It is instructive to consider the relationship between , and . If the optimizing iteration procedure is to be performed on all the output indices, then the optimal , is equivalent t o ,1 .
The general structure of the model in our framework appears in Figure 6 . P m and P s are the master and slave plants, respectively, f h is the operator hand force which can be decoupled into an active part f ha and a passive part f hp , and similarly, the environment force f e can be decoupled into f ea and f ep . The applied actuator and the net forces on the master and slave are, respectively, f ma , f sa , f m and f s , while the output master and slave positions are, respectively, x m and x s . Measurement noise in the force and position signals can be represented by the vector v 2 = n fm n fs n pm n ps T which result in the measurement signal used in the compensator y = f hfexmxs T . Disturbances are represented by the vector v 1 = d cm d cs T which alter the commanded actuator forces u = f mafsa T . W T represents a time delay, and nally, K represents the compensator which i s t o be designed.
Before proceeding further, some remarks about this structure should be made to clarify points of possible confusion:
1. The time delay W T s = e ,sT is in nite-dimensional e sT=2 = 1 , sT=2 + sT 2 =8 , sT 3 =48 + :::
1 + sT=2 + sT 2 =8 + sT 3 =48 + ::: 12 Approximations using a truncation of this series are most valid at low frequencies and if other frequencies are of interest then a more general Taylor series expansion about a di erent v alue might be used. 2. W T s has only been added to the slave side to consider the case of remote teleoperation in which the controller is on the master's side. It would be just as easy, but unlikely necessary, to model such delays on the master side. 3. Even in the simplest 1-DOF case, the teleoperation problem is multi-input, multi-output MIMO because the minimum require inputs are f h and f e , and the minimum outputs involve tracking of the forces and positions. 4. P m and P s are assumed to be the resulting transfer functions after the use of local controllers to stabilize each manipulator. For example, in our experiments, local PD controllers have been used so that P m = 1=m m s 2 + b m s + k m and P s = 1 =m s s 2 + b s s + k s . Here, P m and P s are assumed to be given but, more generally, their local controllers might need to be designed for a particular task e.g., c hoose them according to the functions E and H. 5. The disturbances here are assumed to be at the compensator outputs or equivalently at each manipulator input which can be interpreted as random forces or torques acting on the arms or uncertainties in the compensator, perhaps due to calibration error or discretization of the output signals. Although not shown in the gure, disturbances can also be at the outputs of the manipulators. By including disturbances in the model, robustness to model uncertainties can be increased. 6. The model shown in Figure 6 only applies to rigid manipulators, since the actuator forces and forces due to the dynamic interaction with the environment or hand enter the slave and master plants at the same point. However, it is relatively straightforward to extend the approach to plant models that account for link or joint exibility. F or example, x m = P m f m can be replaced with x m = P ma f ma + P mh f h on the master side, with the transfer functions P ma and P mh determined from the master manipulator model. The designer is left to decide which error signals to minimize and how t o w eigh them to provide the desired behavior. The di culty is that there is a great deal of freedom in these choices and it may seem rather arbitrary how this is done. As an example, a possible set of outputs to minimize is as follows:
The master actuator force should track the delayed environment force since the presence of the delay makes instantaneous tracking impossible, scaled by a speci ed force-scaling ratio n f . This is a performance requirement which is important a t l o wer frequencies so W 1 is chosen to be low-pass. Minimization of this signal might be described as maximizing the force transparency at the master". z 2 = W 2 x s , W T P m f h + n f W T f e =n p : The slave position should track the delayed motion of the expected" master motion scaled by a speci ed position scaling ratio n p . It is expected" because it depends on the forces f h and f e but does not include f ma . Again, this is a performance requirement and W 2 is chosen to be low-pass. Minimization of this signal might b e described as maximizing the position transparency at the slave". z 3 = W 3 x m , n p x s : Kinematic correspondence between the master and slave should be maintained. This signal is similar to z 2 and, in fact, they are essentially equivalent when z 1 is perfectly optimized i.e., f ma = n f W T f e and there is no time delay. W 3 is chosen to be low-pass. z 4 = W 4fma : W 4 is chosen to be high-pass. This serves the dual purpose of accounting for master actuator saturation at high frequencies and improving robustness by h a ving the controller output roll o at high frequencies 33 . z 5 = W 5fsa : W 5 is chosen to be high-pass for the slave actuator using the same reasoning as for W 4 . The redundancy between z 2 and z 3 can be eliminated by ignoring one of them; another option is to design a more symmetric controller by c hanging z 2 to maximize the force transparency at the slave. The weighting functions W fm ; W fs ; W pm ; W ps ; W cm , and W cs describe the frequency spectrums in the noise signals n fm ; n fs ; n pm , and n ps and disturbance signals d cm , and d cs , respectively i.e., n = W n for kn k 2 1 and d = W d for kd k 2 1. With the choice of z made, the model can be transformed into the standard problem.
De ne the signals as w = f ha f eanfmnfsnpmnpsdcmdcs T , y = f h + n fm W T f e + n fs x m + n pm W T x s + n ps T , u = f mafsa T and z = z 1 ::: z 5 T . The plant is then described by and P sE = Ps 1+PsE introduced for notational convenience. W in represents the weightings at the plant inputs weighting functions might h a ve been used in place of unity on the exogenous force signals to reect their expected spectrums and is less subject to design than W out which represents the weightings at the speci ed outputs. It should be recognized that for the SISO case, it does not matter if the weighting is considered at the input or output but for the MIMO case, the choice is more important; for example, the poles of a weighting function used at one input will show up in the transfer function of that input to every output but if it is used at an output, it exists in transfer functions for every input signal to only that output.
The plant G can easily be reduced to simpler models. For example, i to ignore the time delay, set W T = 1 ; ii if no force torque F T sensing is available, remove rows 6 and 7 and columns 3 and 4; iii to ignore the passive feedback, set E = H = 0 P mH = P m ; P sE = P s ; iv for identical master and slave with unity scaling, set P m = P s and n p = n f = 1; and v to ignore the actuator saturations, remove r o ws 3 and 4. This is demonstrated in the design example presented in Section III. An interesting observation is that when the plant has no time delays, measurement noise or disturbances and the actuators do 17 not saturate, then the ideal control law 5 ensures perfect tracking of the rst three outputs i.e., the 1-norm from f ha f ea T to z 1 z 2 z 3 T is identically zero; this is not surprising and it supports the assertion that minimization of the rst three outputs is equivalent to optimizing transparency and performance. A modi cation of the presented framework might also allow the designer to include a passivity measure of the teleoperation system. This can be achieved by using wave v ariables f +v and f ,v, instead of the forces f = f h f e T and velocities v = v m v s T in the formulation of Figure  6 . Recall that a system with scattering matrix Ss, where f , v = Ssf + v, is passive i kSk 1 1 10 . Thus, by adding an exogenous disturbance to f + v and including f ,v a s a n u n weighted output, system passivity w ould be insured if the resulting is subunity. The compensator derived using the above modi cation takes in measurements of the wave v ariables f + v and f , v but it can be transformed back to take in measurements of force and velocity. F or most motion-scaling systems, including the example described in this paper, the desired e ect often requires power ampli cation and therefore cannot be passive 10 , 18 . However, if one was willing to trade o tracking of either force or position, a solution to the problem should exist. As an example, consider a teleoperator which e m ulated a pair of forceps to provide force and position scaling. The system would be passive and provide the desired downward motion-scaling, but there would be none of the desired force magni cation so such a n e m ulation would defeat the purpose of the force-re ection in the teleoperator. Another solution to the problem is to minimize instead of requiring it to be strictly less than one; this minimizes the scattering matrix norm which, in turn, increases the stability margin. A less conservative approach is to somehow incorporate the -synthesis methodology as in 18 , 19 . These are all areas for future research.
Controller Characteristics
At this point, it is worth pointing out some characteristics of this approach p a ying particular attention to how general it is. The problem has been cast in an H 1 framework which w orks well for MIMO systems. In such a framework, the designer works directly with the closed-loop transfer function. There are a number of solutions for standard H 1 problems and some other concepts, such a s t h e parameterization of all stabilizing compensators, should prove useful.
There is no assumption that the environment is passive as in many papers. Both the human and environment can be systems applying active exogenous force signals. If a stabilizing K can be found, then the stability is guaranteed because the work deals directly with the closed-loop system. However, if one chooses to assume a passive e n vironment, then there is also a method to guarantee passivity of the teleoperator by i n volving wave v ariables in the model.
The signals of interest here are forces and positions. Other approaches often adopt velocities instead of positions and there are two reasons this might be done; rstly, forces and velocities can be used together in passivity theory, and secondly, the mapping from force to velocity has a single pole but the mapping to position has a double pole. Intuitively, the position signal is more important and velocity stability does not guarantee position stability. A s well, all the force and position measurements are utilized in the controller and there is no restriction on the order of their gains making it one of the most general architectures compared to others in the literature.
A m ultiple of control objectives can be simultaneously speci ed and the performance can be measured in a single value i.e., the norm of the closed-loop transfer function. This provides a convenient framework for trading o various design criteria by c hanging the input and or output weightings. There is also a means to address the wellknown time delay problem by including an approximation of arbitrarily high order for the delay; however, it may b e argued that because an approximation is employed, stability is not guaranteed or that impractically high order approximations are required in some cases. Although most of the discussion has been on downward motion-scaling and upward force-scaling, the framework is valid for any independently chosen scaling ratios so it can just as easily be used in the control of devices such as man-ampli ers. This is the most general controller of the ones discussed so far because it uses all the position and force signals and places no restriction on the order of their gains. The only real di culty in this design procedure is in the choice of outputs and their associated weighting functions. Reasonably good controllers can be obtained if careful thought i s g i v en to the plant. For example, the weightings for the nominal design example of Section III were chosen on only the rst or second iteration of changes and the controller designed provides relatively good teleoperation.
Implementation of the controller also presents some difculties. High order controllers are computationally intensive t o s y n thesize and to implement. As well, the approach has not overcome the problem of needing a model of the impedances for contact forces. In the experiments, it will be demonstrated that this can be important in hard contact tasks. However, this shortcoming does not invalidate the controller framework of Figure 6 because it does not preclude the existence of some sort of impedance estimator embedded" in the controller. The problem then will be to use the estimated impedance either as a free parameter in the controller on-line synthesis of the control law w ould not be practical or model it as an input to the plant.
III. Experiments Design Example
In this section, a detailed example is presented to show how the H 1 framework can be used. The maglev motionscaling system of 6 , 7 will be used. The interested reader is encouraged to review the references cited. The general synthesis algorithm used here is to initialize the master and slave parameters, call a subroutine to build each subplant" G 11 ; :::G 22 and their augmented counterparts, use model reduction on the overall plant and separate it into the state-space form G ss , and nally, use the Matlab hinfopt" function 31 to nd the compensator. Without the model reduction, the synthesis is slow and the resulting high order controller is impractical to implement.
To start with, the structure of the model here is as shown in Figure 7 which w as adapted from Figure 6 . F T sensors have not been attached to the devices yet and time delays are assumed to be negligible so these aspects are re ected in the model. The simulations and experiments are only for motion along a single DOF the vertical z-axis. The master otor mass is 0.62 kg and a local PD controller with a proportional constant 150 N m and damping 3 N m s is applied these gains were chosen somewhat arbitrarily; also, the experiments include an integral term to eliminate the steady-state error but it is assumed to be small enough to ignore in the synthesis. The slave otor mass is 35 grams and it is reasonable to adjust the local PD controller to make its transfer function a scalar multiple of the one for the master. The resulting transfer functions mapping force to position for the master P m s and slave P s s are P m s = 1 0:62s 2 + 3 s + 150 P s s = 1 0:035s 2 + 0 :17s + 8 : 6 18 De ne the signals as w = f ha f eanpmnpsdcmdcs T , y = x m + n pm x s + n ps T , and u = f mafsa T . The output vector is chosen to be z = 
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The rst output allows maximization of the master force transparency, the second is for maintaining kinematic correspondence, and the third and fourth help limit the high frequency actuator gains. Performance vs robust stability tradeo s are achieved by manipulating the weights in the above equation. It should be remembered that the bandwidths for the actuators must be higher than those for both the force and position tracking so that control signals can be applied to optimize them. As well, human asymmetrical input output capabilities indicate that the force transparency bandwidth should be higher than that for kinematic correspondence 25 . The weighting functions should re ect these qualities. For example, for the kinematic correspondence, the designer might w ant the error to be low for frequencies below 10 rad s but allow errors above 40 rad s to be as much as 10 times higher; the weighting could then be chosen to be W 2 s = s+40 2 s+10 2 . Similar reasoning could be used to choose the other weightings. The ones used are W 1 s = 0:01s+100 2 s+25 2 , W 2 s = s+40 2 s+10 2 , W 3 s = 0:07s+60 s+150 , and W 4 s = 0:5s+55 s+125 . To determine the measurement noise weightings, both wrists were deactivated and their position signals were stored. A spectrum analysis of these signals revealed that the noise was not concentrated in any speci c frequency range so for simplicity, the noise weighting signals were chosen to be constants of the largest components seen: W pm = 2 :5m and W ps = 1 m; in reality, the high frequency uncertainty is expected to be quite high and this should be represented in the weightings. A similar analysis might h a ve been performed on the outputs from the current drivers to determine the spectrum of disturbance signals expected but this was not done as stable performance was achieved with the simple assumption of low frequency disturbances of magnitude 1 mN in the microwrist calculated as the highest force resolution using the present hardware and 10 mN in the macrowrist the weighting spectrums assumed are W cm = 0:01 s+1 and W cs = 0:001 s+1 . The motion and force-scaling ratios were selected to be n p = 1 0 a n d n f = 40, respectively. G 21 = P mH 0 1 0 P mH 0 0 P sE 0 1 0 P sE
In the following examples, a nominal controller is synthesized, and then it is shown how one might try to improve di erent performance criteria, improve robustness, and account for human and environment impedances.
Nominal Free Motion Tracking
For this rst example, the impedances will be set to zero i.e., H = E = 0. This choice considers that each wrist might be in free motion and simpli es the plant to be controlled some of the elements vanish and others have l o wer order. This plant has an order of almost 40 but for the synthesis, the Matlab balanced model reduction function balmr" was used to reduce it to 10. By performing the ,-iteration on the rst two outputs, a controller was found with the parameter , = 0:320, implying that in the worst case, the error signals may b e a s m uch as three times larger than the performance speci cations; this controller will be designated as 1 . The resulting continuous-time controller gains from each input are strictly proper transfer functions. The closed-loop responses for the unaugmented plant i.e., without the weighting functions are shown in Figure 8 for the master force input the responses to each noise and disturbance input are not as important and do not provide much more insight i n to the design so they are not shown.
Using the designed H 1 controller, simulations of the system showed reasonably good position tracking but the master actuator force tracked roughly more than 20 times the slave e n vironment force instead of the speci ed 40 times; however, this does not con ict with the plant model because the force transparency weighting was speci ed to be less important than the position tracking notice that W 1 0 = 0:16, implying the DC response might b e o b y as much as 600 in the speci cations. It should also be noted that a discretized state-space controller was used in the simulation to more accurately describe the system in the experiments.
For the experiments, the state-space controller was discretized for a sampling period of 5 ms using a Tustin approximation. The feel" was reasonably good and some experimental results are shown in Figure 9 the F T sensors have not yet been mounted on the wrist otors so the exogenous forces cannot be displayed. In a, the master was randomly driven by hand with the slave in free motion and in b, the roles were reversed.
Trading O Di erent P erformance Criteria
Consider now that the designer may w ant better force tracking. The simplest way to do this is to change the weighting W 1 to be larger in the frequency range of interest. For simplicity, W 1 was made four times larger and the synthesis was repeated. A new controller, 2 , w as obtained with the parameter , = 0:082. It is interesting to note here that , decreased by almost as much a s W 1 was increased, indicating that there may be no signi cant improvement in the force tracking but the position tracking may be four times as bad. Only the Bode plots for the force and position tracking responses are important and these are shown in Figure 10 . When compared to the closed-loop responses Figure 8 , it is seen that the new force tracking is actually worse at low frequencies but becomes better for frequencies above 200 rad s or 32 Hz; the position tracking is also worse at low frequencies but is relatively unchanged for high frequencies. Thus, slightly better high frequency force tracking was achieved at the expense of low frequency tracking of both position and force. It is likely that the reason no signi cant improvement in the force tracking could be made is that the performance in controller 1 was already close to the limitations given the assumed disturbances and actuator limitations. Experiments with the controller 2 showed that the transparency perceived by the operator is worse, as expected because the manipulation at low frequencies is much poorer.
Trading O Performance and Robustness
In the last section, it was mentioned that the force transparency may be limited by the assumptions on disturbances and actuation. Now consider how one might sacri ce some robustness to get better performance. For example, consider the original plant but assume no force disturbances and that the actuator limitations are only half of what they originally were i.e., W cm = W cs = 0 , W 3 = 0:035s+60 s+150 and W 4 = 0:25s+55 s+125 . The controller synthesized here, 3 , had a parameter va l u e , = 2 :4 implying that the error specications could be made tighter if desired. The Bode plot responses for this controller are shown in Figure 11 indicating that force and position tracking will be improved. It can be shown that this tracking improves at the expense of poor rejection of high frequency disturbances 7 .
Simulations using 3 , compared to those using 1 , revealed much higher frequency components in the actuation forces and much better force and position tracking the force tracking is indeed closer to the originally speci ed forty times. Experimentation with the new controller is shown in Figure 12 . The higher frequency actuation components expected were observed and, as evidenced by oscillations, the system was unstable when neither manipulator was held.
Alternatively, if greater robustness was required, the de- Figure 14 shows experiments using 4 and can be compared to Figure 9 . Slave disturbances have a smaller e ect and the system is more robust. With regard to performance, less transparency is experimentally evident from a more sluggish feel.
Hard Contact
Hard contact is known to be a problem in controlling manipulators because of the highly discontinuous nature of the task. Instability w as found in simulations using controller 1 when a sti environment impedance was suddenly introduced. To o vercome this, an impedance model of the environment as a spring was included in the plant. A relatively small value of E = 10 N m was assumed and the resulting controller, 5 , had a , value of 0.402. Simulations of this controller showed that the system remains stable for impedances even larger than 3000 N m similar simulations using 1 were unstable for impedances as low as 50 N m. A problem with the synthesis and simulation is that constant contact with the environment is assumed but the discontinuous forces expected in experiments would likely make things worse. As well, stability is not guaranteed for free motion. It may be possible to model the environment impedances as uncertainties to remedy this.
As expected, controller 1 exhibited stability problems in hard contact experimentally as seen in Figure 15a . Here, both wrists were left in free motion and a rigid metal surface was brought to the edge of the slave otor edge and sti y held there, resulting in instability. The modi ed controller designed for contact with the environment w as implemented and successful in achieving stability under the same conditions see Figure 15b . Thus, even some estimate of the impedance is expected to improve stability.
Only experimental results have been presented but simulations of the above designs were also performed. It is interesting to note that the inclusion of a sti environment impedance model signi cantly increases the controller term corresponding to local force-feedback at the slave. This coincides with common practice as discussed, for example, in Aspects of bilateral controller design for teleoperation systems have been presented. A very general H 1 framework for trading o various performance criteria and robustness has been described. Experiments demonstrate that such an approach leads to practical and e ective controller designs. More details on the simulations and experiments can be found in 7 . As well, systems designed with a rst order approximation of time delays did show greater robustness to delays but they have not yet been analysed rigorously for presentation.
There is much future work to continue on this controller design strategy. The manipulators are being instrumented with 6-axis F T sensors; experimentally, the motion-scaling controller works well even when based only on position sensing but force sensing is anticipated to signi cantly improve the performance, especially during contact tasks. The e ect of model reduction and discretiza- Higher order controllers are more general and allow greater complexity. H o wever, these come at the expense of more computational time, e ectively limiting the system's operating bandwidth. Other control strategies will also be attempted and compared for performance; in particular, strategies based on -synthesis, adaptive control, sliding mode control, or impedance estimators should provide interesting comparisons. 
